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H O L I D AY  2 0 2 2  G I F T  G U I D E

Welcome to a happy new season of design inspiration!  
Holiday gift giving is the perfect opportunity to say  

thank you to employees, clients and partners to show  
appreciation for their support all year long.

Our holiday assortment will make a lasting impression  
with thoughtfully designed, distinctive, trend-right products 

and a curated selection of products by well-known and  
trusted brands. We make it easy to help your customers  
find that perfect gift for absolutely everyone on their list,  

so the holidays shine a little brighter.

Gifts for 
Absolutely 
Everyone HOME FOR 

THE HOLIDAYS
page 4

A WORLD 
OF WELLNESS 

page 34

GIFTS FOR 
EVERY EXPLORER

page 38
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GIFTS THAT'LL SATISFY 
THEIR WANDERLUST

page 44

WRAP UP 
THE WORKDAY 

page 18

GIVE THE TOOLS
OF THE TRADE

page 30

CELEBRATE 
THE FOODIES

page 50

WRAP UP SOME JOY!  For kitting and packaging capabilities, see pages 58-59.
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Spread 
Comfort 
and Joy

HOME FOR 
THE HOLIDAYS

Slowtide Brushed  
Cotton Throw Blanket

Super warm and oh-so-charming! A 100% cotton 
blanket with a winter's feel makes any spot the  

perfect place for a long cozy night. Slowtide uses 
sustainably sourced cotton through the Cotton LEADS 

program, which offers manufacturers, brands and 
retailers a reliable supply chain solution and confidence 

that all raw material is sustainably produced.  
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified.  

NEW

101422-167 
Crosser

101422-172   
Presidio-Navy

101422-173 
Synergy

IMPROVE TREND
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Slowtide understands the importance of working together to build community and create a better world. They believe that it is their responsibility 
to give back wherever they can seek organizations that share their values and support them through their initiatives. Slowtide is determined to 

facilitate change through community outreach, education and donation. Through partnerships with Surfrider Foundation, Sustainable Coastlines, 
Waves For Change and Good Juju, every Slowtide purchase helps support ocean conservation and surf therapy for underserved youth. 

For more information, visit: https://slowtide.co/pages/responsibility. 
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Slowtide Fleece Blanket
Help them stay cozy all year long and feel good with these fleece blankets made from 100% recycled post-consumer waste, primarily  
using plastic bottles transformed into premium polyester fibers. Each one is certified through Global Recycle Standard, which applies  

to the full supply chain, addressing traceability, environmental principles, social requirements and labeling.  
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified.

NEW COLORS ADDED

100986-117
Yukon White

100986-488 
Temple

100986-932  
Yukon Red

100986-994  
Paisley Park Black

100986-168  
Journey

100986-998  
Hayden

100986-875  
Chico

NEW COLOR NEW COLOR

IMPROVE TREND
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CORKCICLE® Coffee Mug - 16 oz.
Keep them happy and toasty with a  
triple-insulated, beautiful mug that keeps 
morning coffee, afternoon cocoa, or evening  
tea hot for up to three hours.

100604-006 Matte Black 
100604-100 White 
100604-221 Copper NEW COLOR
100604-240 Walnut 
100604-405 Gloss Navy

NEW COLOR ADDED

Every CORKCICLE® purchase helps bring clean water to people in need through CORKCICLE’s partnership with charity: water.  
By giving people access to clean water, they are restoring health, providing new opportunities and creating real change in developing countries.  

For more information, visit corkcicle.com/pages/charity-water.

Luxe Faux Fur Throw 
Wrap them in luxurious softness with this 
oversized, faux fur throw packaged in a gift 
box. The short, dense faux fur brings a modern 
sensibility to this beautiful blanket—it not only 
redefines cozy, but looks great draped over a 
sofa or armchair!

100960-055 Grey
100960-100 White NEW COLOR 

NEW COLOR ADDED
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Since its founding, Modern Sprout has been committed to domestic sourcing and manufacturing when possible, reducing plastic materials  
in its products and packaging, and building product lines with sustainable and biodegradable materials. Strategic partnerships with organizations 

including American Forests and the Pollinator Partnership have empowered Modern Sprout to have a greater impact on restoring  
biodiversity throughout North America. For more information, visit: https://modsprout.com/sustainability/.

Modern Sprout® Growing  
Gourmet Gift Set
Bring the freshness of the garden straight to  
the kitchen. Gift set includes a hydroponic system, 
organic basil seeds, pruning sheers, a tea towel 
featuring a Scandinavian-inspired pattern of five key 
herbs and a pull and pinch kitchen tool to quickly 
strip leafy greens from their stems. 

101464-236 Terracotta

NEW

Modern Sprout® Glow & Grow  
Live Well Gift Set
Burn, plant and grow! This ceramic candle vessel 
transforms into a planter after the flame has burned 
down and includes a complete kit to grow aloe, basil 
spruce or daisies. The soy-blend candle is lightly 
scented and has a 78 hour burn time. You’ll hate to 
see it go, but delight in the beautiful transformation! 

100713-291 Amber (Aloe) 
100713-335 Blue Green (Basil) 
100713-457 Ice Blue (Spruce) NEW COLOR
100713-609 Burgundy (Daisy)

NEW COLOR ADDED
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Modern Sprout® Rooted Candle
Send an unusually beautiful combination of cozy 
scents and organic seeds. The seeds are designed 
to plant in the ceramic vessel once the candle is done. 

101462-374 Dark Teal (Thyme)
101462-851 Mustard (Lavender)
101462-939 Sienna (Rosemary)

NEW

Modern Sprout® 
Plant Parent Care Kit
A plant parenting kit is just the right gift for busy 
people who love houseplants but hate the care. This kit 
makes upkeep a breeze to help all little sprouts grow 
into happy green adults. 

101463-001 Black

NEW
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La Cuisine Potholder Hot Pad Set
Nothing's too hot to handle for the well-prepped chef!  
These practical beauties do double duty as pot holders  
or trivets with non-slip silicone and hanging loops for  
easy storage.

101264-001 Black  •  101264-055 Grey  •  101264-410 Navy

NEW

C

A

B

C

La Cuisine Silicone Baking Utensils
Stir, scrape, fold, and scoop your way to success with this set of  
La Cuisine Silicone Baking Utensils! The set includes a classic 
spatula and spoonula—both versatile essentials for better baking, 
frosting and meal making and a small offset scraper, perfect for 
smaller jobs or making sure you got ALL of the peanut butter out 
of the jar. Comes packaged in a gift box. 

101267-001 Black  •  101267-294 Bone  •  101267-410 Navy

NEW

B

La Cuisine French Rolling Pin  
with Storage Bag
A gift to make the baker smile, this natural Acacia hardwood 
Patisserie-style French rolling pin is popular with pros for  
its ease of use on all types of pastry doughs. Favored by 
bakers over American-style pins with handles, French 
pins make rolling pastry dough easier, and provide tactile 
feedback on dough condition. Acacia wood is a natural, 
renewable material.

101408-214 Wood

NEW

D

A Slowtide Kitchen Towel
Here's a versatile gift that'll soon be a kitchen favorite. For meal 
prep or kitchen cleanup, this eco-friendly towel is made of 
premium linen cotton, with a quick-absorb flat weave texture 
and a beautiful artistic design that will make any décor shine. 
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified.

NEW

101268-169  
Bone

101268-170
Charcoal

D

IMPROVE TREND

IMPROVE TREND
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Baked to 
Perfection

La Cuisine Prep Apron
Always keep the cook happy! This stylish 
apron has multi-use pockets, and adjusts 
to fi t chefs from tiny to tall, with 
adjustable straps for a perfect fi t.

101265-001 Black  •  101265-050 Light Grey
101265-410 Navy  •  101265-781 Niagara
101265-938 Barbados Cherry

NEW
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NEW

Be Home® Brampton Nested Stoneware Measuring Cups
Pretty and practical. These artisan made measuring cups are ideal for both 

wet and dry measurements and make a beautiful addition to any kitchen. 

101516-001 Black  •  101516-100 White

Available November 2022

In Great Measure
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Be Home® Brampton Stoneware Containers
Minimalist and warm, these ceramic and wood containers look great on any counter, in any décor. Complete with 

acacia wood lids with a silicone lip on the lids to keep pantry items fresher. Be Home's products are handmade with 
slight variations that make each piece truly one of a kind. Acacia wood is a natural, renewable material.

NEW

A C

B

A

Be Home® Brampton  
Stoneware Container - Large

101455-001 Black  •  101455-050 Light Grey 
101455-100 White

IMPROVE TREND

C

Be Home® Brampton  
Stoneware Container - Medium

101454-001 Black  •  101454-050 Light Grey 
101454-100 White

IMPROVE TREND

B

Be Home® Brampton  
Stoneware Container - X-Large

101456-001 Black  •  101456-050 Light Grey  
101456-100 White

IMPROVE TREND
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Be Home® Luxe Hanging 
Bar Tool Set
Beauty and the bar mix delightfully  
with these aurous gold bar tools, 
ethically crafted in small batches.  
Comes complete with a marble stand.

101450-880 Marble & Matte Gold

NEW

Available November 2022

Be Home® Luxe Cocktail Shaker
Shake up expectations with the premium  

quality, aurous gold cocktail shaker that's sure  
to put some sparkle in the season. 

101449-718 Matte Gold

NEW

Available November 2022

Be Home® Luxe Round Enamel Tray
Whether setting the table or simply seeking an elegant pop 
of color, this stylish, ethically crafted enamel round tray will 

do just the trick. Illuminated by its unmistakable gold halo, this 
beauty was expertly assembled by hand using sustainable 

materials whenever possible. 

101452-882 Moonbeam & Matte Gold

NEW

Available November 2022
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Be Home® White Marble 
Square Coasters Set
Hand-crafted, one-of-a-kind white marble coasters 
make every table dazzle. Every piece contains its own 
set of natural tonal striations. Marble products are 
sourced from Agra, home of the Taj Mahal.

101451-162 Marble

NEW

Available November 2022

Be Home® White Marble 
Mini Rectangle Board
A memorable, one-of-a-kind, handcrafted gift that 
will be a serving staple for years. Ethically crafted in 
small batches and artistically made from carefully 
selected marble.

101453-162 Marble

NEW

Available November 2022

Serve Up 
the Perfect 

Gift
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Every CORKCICLE® purchase helps bring clean water to people in need through CORKCICLE’s partnership with charity: water.  
By giving people access to clean water, they are restoring health, providing new opportunities and creating real change in developing countries.  

For more information, visit corkcicle.com/pages/charity-water.

CORKCICLE® Buzz Cup - 12 oz.
Sip coffee at sunrise and then enjoy a cocktail while the stars come out, with a take-anywhere 

stainless cup that keeps drinks hot or cold—under the open sky or right at home. 

101468-221 Copper

NEW
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Aged & Infused DIY Out of Offi  ce Infusion Kit
Raise a toast to the happy place with a cocktail infusion kit designed 
to transport them to the SoCal coast. The tangy sweetness 
of mango mixes deliciously with the tartness of hibiscus for 
a one-of-a-kind experience. The kit includes a 16 oz. glass jar with 
custom fi ltering pour spout, pre-measured ingredients, infusion 
instructions and cocktail recipes. Alcohol not included.

101457-000 Clear

NEW

Aged & Infused DIY Blue Sunday 
Infusion Kit
Lift spirits with a signature cocktail infusion kit 
that includes a glass jar with pouring spout and 
a pre-measured infusion of lavender, blueberries 
and tangy lemon. The kit includes a 16 oz. glass jar 
with custom fi ltering pour spout, pre-measured 
ingredients, infusion instructions and cocktail recipes. 
Alcohol not included.

101458-000 Clear

NEW
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WRAP UP 
THE WORKDAY 

Gifts to  
Make  
Business  
Bright

A

B

A

Auden Bamboo Wireless  
Charging Pencil Cup
Cut through the clutter with a gift that stands out for 
practicality and style. Wirelessly charges devices while 
keeping pens and pencils organized and at the ready. 
Features anti-slip rubber feet and a LED indicator that  
lights up when the device is being charged.

101518-231 Bamboo

NEW

ENGAGE TREND

B

Auden Bamboo Wireless  
Charging Mouse Pad
Who doesn't want more desk space? This bamboo wireless 
charger doubles as a mouse pad to streamline any work 
area. Includes anti-slip rubber feet and a LED indicator  
that lights up when the device is being charged.

101519-231 Bamboo

NEW

ENGAGE TREND

C

ENGAGE TREND

Auden Bamboo Wireless Charger
High-tech gets a makeover with a wireless 
charging pad made of warm bamboo. Complete 
with anti-slip rubber feet and LED indicator light. 

101517-231 Bamboo

NEW

D Auden Bamboo Bluetooth® Speaker
Deck their halls with sound this season. This speaker  
creates big sound in a little package, with integrated  
buttons for volume, skipping tracks or taking  
calls mid-playlist.    

101520-231 Bamboo

NEW

ENGAGE TREND
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C

D
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Auden Bamboo Writing Lap Desk
Working from anywhere isn't always easy, but  
now it can be. This writing lap desk provides an even 
surface for writing or using a laptop, with built-in, 
stand-up docks for hands-free use of tablets  
or phones and a cushioned bottom with clever 
storage space. 

101521-231 Bamboo

NEW

IMPROVE TREND

Auden Bamboo  
Lap Desk
This portable beauty is a work from  
anywhere solution that’s thought of  
everything. It offers a bamboo work  
surface complete with a vented tray, to  
allow proper laptop ventilation, and an  
integrated simulated leather mouse pad.  
There’s even a built-in, stand-up phone dock so  
you can watch videos, participate in virtual meetings  
or even FaceTime friends hands-free, while you work 
on your laptop. Soft dual-bolster cushion bottom rests 
comfortably on your lap or any surface. 

100938-231 Bamboo

IMPROVE TREND
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ENGAGE TREND

NEW COLOR ADDED

Courant Essentials Catch: 1  
A simple, low-profile wireless charger that  

saves space and stays put. Made with Belgian Linen.

101085-019 Charcoal  •  101085-244 Camel 
101085-273 Natural  •  101085-377 Forest NEW COLOR

ENGAGE TREND

NEW COLOR ADDED

Courant Essentials Catch: 3  
For bedsides, home offices or entryways,  

this charger/valet combo happily holds and charges  
most essential items and devices. Made with Belgian Linen.

101087-019 Charcoal  •  101087-244 Camel 
101087-273 Natural  •  101087-377 Forest NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR ADDED

Courant Essentials Catch: 2  
Charge multiple devices from one sleek spot with  
the 5-coil array charger designed to keep clear of  
dead-zones. Made with Belgian Linen.

101086-019 Charcoal  •  101086-244 Camel 
101086-273 Natural  •  101086-377 Forest NEW COLOR

ENGAGE TREND
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Anker® Soundcore  
Life Note 3S
Send the gift of superior sound, designed  
to upgrade the music experience with all 
day comfort and clarity. Complete with 
intuitive controls to browse a music library 
without picking up the phone. Power up the 
charging case by placing it on a compatible 
wireless charger.

101511-001 Black

NEW

Anker® PowerConf 300 HD Webcam
Make them look great, with the HD, true-color webcam.  
Auto-light correction, clear-voice pickup and AI technology 
that automatically adjusts the field of view, no matter how 
many people are in a meeting.

101512-001 Black

NEW
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Anker® PowerWave  
10W Stand with Charger

Gifts that give peace of mind are on the top of  
everybody's list and this charger really delivers. Optimized to 
automatically switch power modes depending on the power 
needs of the device. The PowerWave also features Anker's 

exclusive MultiProtect safety system which is equipped with 
foreign object detection, short circuit protection, temperature 

control and more.

101508-001 Black

NEW

Anker® PowerWave Pad  
10W Wireless Charger
With over 50 million happy users worldwide,  
this charger is a no-fuss and high-demand gift  
for every household or workspace. Just set it  
down and power up.

101509-001 Black

NEW

Anker® MagGo Portable 5k Battery  
with Kickstand Bracket

Designed for iPhone 12 and 13, this portable battery  
is both a charger and a stand, snapping magnetically to the 

back of the phone to charge it upright, while keeping  
a strong and secure attachment.

101510-001 Black

NEW

Available November 2022
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Out of the Woods® Pen Holder
Add a little style and sustainability to their 
world with the pen holder they’ll reach for 
all day long. A thoughtful gift featuring 
Supernatural Paper™ made of tree cellulose, 
a renewable resource, sourced from 
responsibly managed forests.

101581-920 Ebony

NEW

IMPROVE TREND

Out of the Woods products are sustainable, 
vegan and reusable. Made from Supernatural 
Paper™, a remarkable new textile, which has the 
well-loved look and feel of leather while being 
100% animal-free. As the name suggests, 
Supernatural Paper™ is actually an improvement 
on traditional paper, only enhanced to be durable 
and made with responsibly sourced resources 
from well-managed forests.

Out of The Woods® Desktop Blotter
Inspire creativity with this desktop blotter designed to optimize productivity 

and elevate any workspace. Features Supernatural Paper™ made of tree 
cellulose, a renewable resource, from responsibly managed forests. It's a 

good look for any desk and a good move for sustainability, too. 

101580-920 Ebony

NEW

IMPROVE TREND

Available November 2022

Available November 2022
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Perfect Gifts for  
Any Workplace

Out of The Woods® Tech Folio
This tech folio not only keeps tech essentials organized  
and in place, but it's also made with renewable materials 
from responsibility managed forests. The perfect balance  
of sustainability and functionality.

101578-920 Ebony

NEW

IMPROVE TREND

Available November 2022

Out of The Woods® Tech Sleeve
Wrap their tech in trees, with this cushioned, sleek case  
made from Supernatural Paper™—a sustainable, washable, 
vegan material made from tree cellulose that just happens  
to look right at home in the middle of a busy workday. 

101579-920 Ebony

NEW

IMPROVE TREND

Available November 2022

Out of The Woods® Zip Pouch
Give them the gift they’ll carry everywhere they go. This 
pouch is lightweight and perfectly sized to hold everything 
from office accessories to essential toiletries. Made of 
sustainable, washable and vegan Supernatural Paper™.

101582-920 Ebony

NEW

IMPROVE TREND

Available November 2022
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Parker Jotter XL Ballpoint
With covetable colors and a distinctive shape, the Jotter XL is a stylish and practical accessory for anyone who needs a pen on the go. 

The Jotter XL off ers a modern take on a classic design, with stunning details that make it a refi ned gift for every special occasion. 
The ballpoint nib off ers exceptional durability and ease, coupled with an iconic clip and streamlined design.

101334-156 Monochrome Black  •  101334-157 Monochrome Gold
101334-158 Monochrome Pink Gold

Waterman Hemisphere Rollerball - Matte
Redefi ne your writing experience with the Waterman Hemisphere Pen. This ballpoint pen combines pleasure 

and precision to create a luxury pen designed to truly elevate your writing experience.

101380-185 Black Matte & Gold Trim
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Moleskine® Large Notebook  
and Kaweco Pen Gift Set

101484-001 Black  •  101484-028 Slate Grey
101484-100 White  •  101484-413 Navy Blue

NEW

Moleskine® Medium Notebook  
and Kaweco Pen Gift Set

101483-001 Black  •  101483-100 White
101483-413 Navy Blue

NEW

Moleskine® Notebook and Kaweco Pen Gift Sets
Jot, doodle, scribble or scribe the way straight to their hearts, with the thoughtful pairing of writers' favorites!  

The Moleskine notebook comes in three sizes and is packaged with the distinctive Moleskine-Kaweco Rollerball pen. 

Moleskine® Pocket Notebook  
and Kaweco Pen Gift Set

101482-001 Black

NEW

Each set includes a Moleskine x Kaweco  
refillable rollerball pen. Kaweco is a historic  
German company that has been producing 
quality pens since 1883 with a  
distinctive design.
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Samsonite Mobile Solution  
Convertible Backpack
Five unique carrying modes in one chic design!  
Looks sharp whether you carry it as a backpack,  
crossbody, over the shoulder, handheld or as an  
oversized clutch. The SmartSleeve™ feature fits over  
upright luggage handles for easy travel mobility.

100458-001 Black
100458-134 Silver Shadow NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR ADDED

Samsonite Mobile Solution  
Essential Backpack
Lightweight, smart and stylish, this backpack brings 
it all. Features an interior padded tech panel that fits 
most laptops up to 14.1" and tablets up to 9.7" and  
a SmartSleeve™ that fits over most upright luggage 
handles for easy mobility.

101322-001 Black

NEW
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Osprey Nebula
This is the pack made for any adventure and every 
commute. Thoughtful features simplify daily routines, 
and a soft, breathable back panel and harness help 
make shouldering daily essentials pleasant. Keeps 
belongings organized and easily accessible with a 
front-panel mesh pocket, internal storage and  
a TSA-approved laptop sleeve. Made with 100% 
recycled, bluesign® approved fabrics. Backed by 
Osprey’s All Mighty Guarantee.

101201-001 Black  •  101201-498 Atlas Blue Heather

NEW

IMPROVE TREND

Mobile Office Hybrid Computer Backpack 
A beautiful solution for the modern world, this bag seamlessly transitions from the workplace to the home office. Included removable kick-

stand organizer is the perfect tool to stay organized and productive in a mobile work environment. Sized to hold up to a 17" laptop.

101042-058 Quiet Grey Heather  •  101042-469 Navy Heather

ENGAGE TREND
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Celebrate Skill 
this Season

A

B
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GIVE THE TOOLS 
OF THE TRADE

Heritage Supply™ Pro XL Lunch Cooler
A hard working morning on the job site deserves a heavy  
duty lunch break anywhere at all. This lunch cooler features  
a structured, puddle-proof bottom and is designed  
for durability. 24 can capacity.

101248-022 Dark Grey  •  101248-260 Dune

NEW

Details for the Heritage Supply™ 
Pro Gear Duffel are on page 35.

Heritage Supply™ Pro Jug - 64 oz.
The perfect water jug specifically built for the tradesperson 
with a rugged carry handle and sweat-proof design. 24-hour 
cooling and a cool leak-resistant lid with chug opening is sure  
to quench any workday thirst. Keeps beverages cold for up to 
24 hours. Chug-style lid not recommended for hot liquids.

101251-245 Dune Pearl  •  101251-922 Black Pearl

NEW

A

B
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Heritage Supply™ Pro Crossbody Padfolio  
& Construction Pen Set
Anyone working on a jobsite will appreciate this hard working padfolio,  
designed to keep tech dry and safe on the go. Comes complete with an antique  
brass construction pen and paper for easy note-taking. Features plenty of interior organization  
with three zippered stretch mesh pockets and cord management tie-downs and additional interior 
sleeve to hold a 15" laptop or tablet.

101249-022 Dark Grey  •  101249-260 Dune

NEW

Heritage Supply™ Pro  
Thermos Bottle - 44 oz.
The Heritage Supply Pro Collection 
is built for durability and made 
specifically for the tradesperson.  
This 44 oz. bottle is a great gift for 
any hardworking coffee lover, to keep 
beverages or soup hot throughout 
even the longest day. Keeps 
beverages cold for up to 24 hours 
and beverages hot for up to 12 hours. 

101253-245 Dune Pearl 
101253-922 Black Pearl

NEW

Heritage Supply™  
Pro Jug - 44 oz.
Keep them cool with the hydration 
jug designed to quench big thirsts. 
A full 44 oz. capacity with a durable 
carry handle just right for a day on 
the jobsite. Keeps beverages cold for 
up to 24 hours. Chug-style lid not 
recommended for hot liquids.

101252-245 Dune Pearl 
101252-922 Black Pearl

NEW
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Heritage Supply™ Pro Gear Backpack
A gear backpack designed for heavy duty days 
on the job site or on the road. Durable and 
functional with fully lined interior pockets 
designed to hold up to 9 tools*. 

101245-022 Dark Grey  •  101245-260 Dune

NEW

Heritage Supply™ Pro Gear Duff el
Carpenters, builders and folks of all trades will 
appreciate this hardworking, durable duff el perfect 
for organizing tools and job site essentials. It's fully 
water-resistant with antique brass hardware and 
a structured doctor-style opening for easy access.  

101246-022 Dark Grey  •  101246-260 Dune

NEW

*Tools are not included
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The Coolest 
Holiday

A WORLD 
OF WELLNESS

D

A

C
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A Aviana™ Metallics Double Wall 
Stainless Steel Bottle - 20 oz.
Here's a gift they'll carry everywhere! This 
Aviana classic gets a new look with a touch of 
metallic flair. Features a leak-resistant bamboo 
lid with easy carry loop. Keeps beverages cold 
for up to 24 hours.

101347-040 Metallic Silver 
101347-686 Champagne

NEW

B

Aviana™ Metallics Lunch Cooler
We think this insulated lunch cooler delivers just 
the right amount of holiday sparkle, with satin 
nickel accents, soft quilted fabric and a zippered 
pocket for keys, cash or cards. 10 can capacity.

101351-040 Metallic Silver 
101351-686 Champagne

NEW

E

Aviana™ Metallics Duffel Cooler
Here's a gift idea for the modern professional 
with an eye for fashion. This insulated lunch 
cooler carries like a shoulder bag and looks like 
a million, with subtle shimmering metallic fabrics 
and accents. 24 can capacity.

101353-040 Metallic Silver 
101353-686 Champagne

NEW

D

C Aviana™ Metallics Mini  
Backpack Cooler
Part lunch cooler, part backpack, and 100% 
polished. The wide zippered opening invites 
maximum storage with on-trend metallic  
fabric, quilted side pockets and satin nickel 
accents. 12 can capacity.

101352-040 Metallic Silver 
101352-686 Champagne

NEW

Aviana™ Metallics Double Wall  
Stainless Steel Wine Bottle - 25 oz.
Add shimmer and gloss to gift giving with a  
stainless steel wine bottle, designed for any 
outdoor activity. Includes a leak-resistant 
bamboo lid with carry loop. Keeps wine cold for 
up to 24 hours.

101349-040 Metallic Silver 
101349-686 Champagne

NEW

B

E



Arlo Colorblock 
Stainless Steel 
Tumbler - 14 oz.

101346-876 White & Black 
101346-877 Warm Grey & Black

3 6

Arlo Colorblock 
Stainless Steel 
Hydration Bottle  
- 17 oz.

101342-876 White & Black 
101342-877 Warm Grey & Black

NEW

NEW

Arlo Colorblock 
Stainless Steel 
Hydration Bottle  
- 20 oz.

101343-876 White & Black 
101343-877 Warm Grey & Black

NEW

Arlo Colorblock 
Stainless Steel 
Tumbler - 20 oz.

101500-876 White & Black  
101500-877 Warm Grey & Black

NEW

Arlo Colorblock Stainless Steel Bottles
A lightweight gift with heavy-duty impact, these easy, on-the-go bottles are the perfect everywhere companions  

and stand out from the crowd with their modern, colorblock design. And best of all, they proudly reduce the use of single-use plastics.

Arlo Colorblock Stainless Steel Tumblers
Ideal for hot beverages, these tumblers, with hip matte finishes and colorblock designs are great for everyday activities. 

They feature a secure, press-fit lid and fit in most car cup holders.
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W&P Power Lunch & Book Bundle
Mealtime prepping just got a lot more fun. This gift bundle  
includes a W&P Plastic Porter Bowl, W&P Porter Utensil Set 
and a cookbook featuring over 100 mix and match recipes 
from author Olivia Mack McCool.

101399-088 Charcoal  •  101399-274 Cream 
101399-369 Mint  •  101399-654 Blush  •  101399-760 Slate

NEW

W&P is passionate about food and equally passionate about ending food insecurity, so W&P is  
proud to partner with City Harvest to support food rescue initiatives—including rescuing 100,000 
pounds of food throughout 2022. Since 1982, City Harvest has been combating food waste by  
redistributing fresh food to millions of New Yorkers who are struggling to put meals on their  
tables. Porter products eliminate plastic waste, City Harvest eliminates food waste—it’s a  
match made in sustainability heaven! W&P supports City Harvest through volunteer work,  
giveback opportunities, and amplification of the City Harvest mission.  
For more information, visit: www.cityharvest.org/our-story/.
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MiiR® Tomo - 33 oz.
Move through the day seamlessly with the thermos  

designed to keep hot things hot, cold things cold and  
everything comfortable to carry and touch. Its name comes 
from the Japanese word meaning “friend” or “companion”. 

Includes a roll-stop handle for easy pouring.

101466-009 Black Powder  •  101466-104 White Powder

NEW

GIFTS FOR 
EVERY EXPLORER

Every MiiR product sold helps fund transparent giving projects. MiiR 
gives at least 1% of revenue to nonprofit organizations whose work 
empowers communities while benefiting the health of their natural 

environments. As of July 2022, MiiR has granted over $3.3M.  
For more information, visit www.MiiR.com.
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Gifts for
Every Outing
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Cozy Up by the Campfire

Every MiiR product sold helps fund transparent giving projects. MiiR gives at least 1% of revenue to nonprofi t 
organizations whose work empowers communities while benefi ting the health of their natural environments. 

As of July 2022, MiiR has granted over $3.3M. For more information, visit www.MiiR.com.
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Special Edition MiiR® Camp Cup 
and Slowtide Blanket Gift Set
This exclusive collaboration of 2 cozy favorites, the MiiR® 12 oz. 
Camp Cup and Slowtide Fleece blanket is a wonderfully unique 
gift. The Slowtide fleece blanket is OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 
certifi ed and made from 100% recycled post-consumer waste, 
primarily using plastic bottles transformed into premium 
polyester fi bers.

101398-875 Chico

NEW

MiiR® x Slowtide Special Edition Vacuum 
Insulated Camp Cup - 12 oz.
Send a little cup of cheer with a modern take on Grandpa's old 
camp mug. This little campfi re beauty keeps beverages hot or 
cold in comfort, without burning or sweating. 

101467-875 Chico

NEW
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100988-988
Valen

100988-997
Bunker

100988-165
Bunker-Navy NEW COLOR

Anker® Soundcore Mini 3 Pro 
Bluetooth® Speaker

They'll take the party in their pocket and make 
a big splash, with 360° ear-dazzling audio squeezed 

into a small, waterproof speaker. 

101100-001 Black

Slowtide Camp Blanket
Finally, a blanket made for the great outdoors! This polar fleece is soft, plush 
and cozy on one side and the other side features a water and sand-resistant 
layer with an eco-friendly DWR coating. Comes complete with a cell phone 
pocket and roomy enough for a friend! These blankets are made from 100% 
recycled post-consumer waste primarily using plastic bottles transformed 
into premium polyester fi bers. OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certifi ed.

NEW COLOR ADDED

IMPROVE TREND

Igloo® Seadrift™ Snap Down Cooler
From the backyard to the beach, this easy-to-pack and carry 

cooler features a wide top zippered opening with side buckles 
and MaxCold™ insulation with 25% more foam to keep drinks 

and food cooler longer. 36 can capacity.

100178-038 White & Grey  •  100178-039 Black & Grey
100178-777 Navy & White
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Cuisinart® Petite Tabletop Fire Bowl
The small-scale tabletop fire bowl offers warmth,  

looks great in any outdoor space and creates a retreat in 
your own backyard. This product is easy to use, simply add 

bioethanol fuel (not included) or citronella and light the wick. 
When full, the fire bowl will burn for 2-3 hours, and won’t  

give off any smoke, soot or ash.

101391-001 Black

Cuisinart® Petite Gourmet  
Portable Gas Grill

Get great grilled flavor every day from this compact,  
high-performance, portable gas grill. Its small format can be 

put almost anywhere for ultimate convenience. Perfectly 
portable for tailgates, camping, the beach and more! 

101070-001 Black  •  101070-610 Red

Cuisinart® Bamboo  
Cutting Board With Hidden Tray
Cuisinart does it again with a bamboo cutting board with a  
stainless steel slide out tray. Perfect for waste while prepping 
or used as a carry tray, this is a gift any griller will love.  

101459-231 Bamboo

NEW
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GIFTS THAT'LL SATISFY  
THEIR WANDERLUST

Osprey Farpoint® 40 Travel Pack
Here's a gift they'll truly appreciate. For urban travel  

or a weekend in the wild, it's versatile enough to please  
even the pickiest on the gift list. Rated the Best Overall  
Travel Backpack by US News & World Report. Features  
a large panel zip access to the main compartment and  

lockable sliders on the main compartment zipper.  
Backed by Osprey’s All Mighty Guarantee.

101387-001 Black

NEW

ESCAPE TREND
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Make Every Day  
an Adventure 
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Osprey Porter 46 Travel Pack
Give the gift to getaway from it all! This travel pack is great for the weekend 

adventurer, off ering the durability of a gear-hauling duff el with the organizational 
design of a great travel bag. Made with bluesign®-approved recycled fabric.

Backed by Osprey’s All Mighty Guarantee.

101386-001 Black

NEW

ESCAPE TREND
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Samsonite Mobile Solution 
Everyday Toiletry Bag

An updated toiletry bag for the modern professional.  
Stands on its own for ease of use and packs a punch with a 

timeless, lightweight design. Includes water-resistant coating 
on the nylon body material and a spacious main compartment 

with full zip around opening for ease of access.

101469-001 Black

NEW

Samsonite Top Zip Toiletry Bag
The just-right sized toiletry bag for any traveler. It tucks right  

into any duffel, tote or luggage, but still offers plenty of  
interior room for all their travel essentials. Interior includes  

a zippered mesh pocket for added organization  
and a hook to hang while traveling.

101470-001 Black

NEW

Samsonite Mobile Solution  
Convertible Waist Pack
For professionals on the move, a waist pack  
that doubles as a lumbar bag, crossbody bag,  
or a sling. Functional, lightweight and just right  
for everyday essentials. 

101321-001 Black

NEW

Available November 2022

Available November 2022
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Anker® PowerCore III 10,000
A gift they'll use every day, all year round, 
the PowerCore III 10K is one of the lightest 
portable chargers on the market, with enough 
power to charge smart phones and tablets 
many times over. 

101505-001 Black

NEW

Available November 2022

Anker® PowerCore III 20,000
Super slim and impressively powerful, this massive 
capacity unit provides high-speed charging for phones, 
tablets and more.

101506-001 Black

NEW

Available November 2022
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Anker® PowerPort III 
3-Port 65W Wall Charger
Imagine one charger for all their needs. This 3-port 
charger has enough power to quickly charge phones, 
tablets and USB-C notebooks from a single charger. 

101507-001 Black

NEW

Anker® PowerCore 5000
Give them an extra charge this holiday from the World's 
No. 1 Mobile Charging Brand. This ultra compact charger 
with high cell capacity packs a punch with a whopping 
5K mAh of power! The surprisingly small, tubular design 
slides easily next to a phone in any 
pocket or bag.

101504-001 Black  •  101504-100 White
101504-783 Blue

NEW

Travel Light

Available November 2022
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Share the Joy

Stonewall Kitchen Italian Cuisine Gift Set
Give the gift of an easy-to-make dinner with this curated collection 

of delicious Italian favorites. Includes a box of certified organic, 
Italian imported Montebello Spaghetti, robust Montebello Certified 

Organic Basil Marinara Sauce, Stonewall Kitchen Tomato Herb 
Bruschetta Spread, Stonewall Kitchen Classic Italian Dressing  

and a La Cuisine Charcuterie Board that is all packed  
in the La Cuisine Market Tote.

101618-101 Natural

ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT CHARCUTERIE BOARD

Stonewall Kitchen Pasta Night Gift Set
101619-101 Natural

GIFTS FOR 
THE FOODIES
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Stonewall Kitchen New England  
Farmhouse Breakfast Gift Set

Share delicious and memorable mornings with this gourmet 
breakfast gift set. Included is everything needed to start the 
day off right with the aroma of organic medium roast coffee 

from Vermont Coffee Company®, along with Stonewall 
Kitchen Farmhouse Pancake & Waffle Mix, Stonewall Kitchen 

Maine Maple Syrup and Stonewall Kitchen Wild Maine 
Blueberry Jam and two Soleil Ceramic Mugs. Comes nicely 

packaged in a kraft gift box.

101316-006 Matte Black  •  101316-107 Matte White
101316-415 Matte Navy

Stonewall Kitchen Bloody Mary  
Craft Cocktail Gift Set

A colorful and bloody brilliant gift for every  
Bloody Mary fan. This set contains a classic, delicious  

Stonewall Kitchen Bloody Mary drink mixer, Olives and Pickled 
Crunchy Carrots from Tillen Farms, along with two 16 oz.  

Soirée Tritan Pint Glasses. Cheers! Comes nicely  
packaged in a kraft gift box.

101547-262 Kraft

Stonewall Kitchen Holiday  
Cheese Pairing Gift Set
With the La Cuisine Cheese Board with Serving 
Set and Stonewall Kitchen's® Roasted Garlic Onion 
Jam, White Fig Spread, Sea Salt and Simple White 
Crackers, all you'll need is the cheese! The modern 
Acacia wood cheese board and serving set includes 
tools used for hard and soft cheeses; thin knife, 
chisel knife, serving fork and small spade. Comes 
beautifully packaged in a Stonewall Kitchen holiday 
gift box and La Cuisine Market Tote. 

101565-101 Natural

NEW
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Bake It Till You Make It Gift Set
Weekends were made for baking! This year-round  
DIY gift includes Stonewall Kitchen's famous  
Cinnamon Coffee Cake Mix, La Cuisine Market Tote,  
La Cuisine Potholder Hot Pad Set, La Cuisine Prep 
Apron, La Cuisine Silicone Baking Utensils and  
a Slowtide Kitchen Towel. 

101548-050 Light Grey  •  101548-410 Navy

NEW

Brownie Points Gift Set
Earn brownie points for the most scrumptious DIY  
gift ever! This gift is a fun way to celebrate a milestone, 
say thank you or engage the team in a Brownie Bake Off. 
Features Stonewall Kitchen Triple Fudge Brownie Mix,  
La Cuisine Market Tote, La Cuisine Potholder Hot Pad 
Set, La Cuisine Prep Apron and La Cuisine Silicone 
Baking Utensils.

101279-001 Black  •  101279-410 Navy

NEW
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Tasty Treats

CORKCICLE® Sweet Re-Treat Gift Set
Everybody craves goodies from the award-winning 
Christina Tosi's Milk Bar™ bakery. These Cornflake 
Chocolate Chip Marshmallow cookies are a popular 
favorite, and come complete with a CORKCICLE 
Coff ee Mug. Comes nicely packaged in a kraft 
gift box.

101561-006 Matte Black  •  101561-100 White
101561-221 Copper NEW COLOR
101561-405 Gloss Navy

NEW COLOR ADDED

Arlo Perk Up Coff ee Break
Coff ee and Colorblock—two trends that fi t 
right in your hand! This gift set will perk up a true 
coff ee afi cionado's day. Includes a 14 oz. Arlo 
Colorblock Stainless Steel Tumbler, Folly Classic 
Jo Coff ee Beans and a J&M Soft Baked Brownie 
Cookie. Comes nicely packaged in a kraft gift box.

101522-876 White & Black
101522-877 Warm Grey & Black

NEW
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Aviana™ Let's Do Lunch  
Gourmet Cooler
A backpack brimming with delight. Not only does 
this pack double as a 12 can capacity cooler, it 
arrives with a gourmet mix of Lark Pistachio Cherry 
Cookies, East Shore Dipping Pretzels with Sweet 
and Tangy Mustard, Fastachi Berry Nut Mix,  
88 Acres Cinnamon Maple Seed Bar and an 
Untapped Maple Waffle to naturally fuel your day  
all packaged in a reusable drawstring gift bag. 

101553-001 Black 
101553-040 Metallic Silver NEW COLOR 
101553-410 Navy 
101553-686 Champagne NEW COLOR

NEW COLORS ADDED

Igloo® Seadrift™ Celebrate Good 
Times Gourmet Cooler
Celebrate good times with this stylish 12 can 
capacity cooler that arrives bursting with an 
abundant array of delicious gourmet treats  
nestled inside. Includes Hammond's Sunny Day 
Super Snack Mix, Hammond's Sweet & Cheesy 
Popcorn and Milk Bar™ Chocolate Chip, Pretzel  
and Potato Chip Cookies, 88 Acres Dark  
Chocolate Sea Salt Seed Bar, East Shore Sweet  
& Tangy Mustard and dipping pretzels. 

101564-038 White & Grey 
101564-039 Black & Grey 
101564-777 Navy & White
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La Cuisine Artisan Graze Tote
Amazing Graze! This chic La Cuisine Market 
Tote is packaged with Effie’s Oat Cakes, East 
Shore Dipping Pretzels with Sweet & Tangy 
Mustard, Hammond’s Caramel Popcorn and 
Sunny Day Super Snack Mix, a Taza Dark 
Chocolate Sea Salt & Almond Amaze Bar, 
Milk Bar Chocolate Chip, Pretzel and Potato 
Chip cookies and McCreas Cape Cod Sea 
Salt Caramels.

101492-101 Natural

NEW

Out of The Woods™ Mini 
Shopper Gourmet Snacks Tote
A stylistic update to the classic brown  
tote bag, this item will be a memorable 
and purposeful gift long after the goodies 
are gone. Includes Lark Pistachio Cherry 
Cookies, East Shore Dipping Pretzels with 
Sweet and Tangy Mustard, Fastachi Berry 
Nut Mix, 88 Acres Cinnamon Seed Bar and 
an Untapped Maple Waffle to naturally 
fuel your day all packaged in a reusable 
drawstring gift bag.

101290-130 Stone  •  101290-237 Sahara 
101290-920 Ebony
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Simply D-Lish Gourmet Tower
Specialty gourmet foods take center stage in 
our 13" faux wood tower. Designed to stand 
out from the rest, this selection Hammond's 
Caramel Popcorn. Long Grove Confections 
Berry Nut Mix, East Shore Sweet and  
Tangy Mustard, East Shore Dipping Pretzels, 
Pirouline Chocolate Hazelnut Cookies,  
Taza Sea Salt & Almond Dark  
Chocolate Bar, Effies Oatcakes and  
McCreas Sea Salt Caramels.

101141-232 Natural Wood Pattern

MiiR® Camp & S'mores Gift 
Set - Moose Tracks
The common campfire gets an instant 
upgrade with these truly exceptional treats 
designed to craft the perfect s'more. 
Features 1 MiiR Camp Cup, Cocoa Sante 
Malted Vanilla Hot Cocoa, 4 Cocoa 2.5" 
square Graham Crackers, 2 Whiskey Salted 
Caramel Marshmallows featuring Westward 
Whiskey and 2 Wild Friends Peanut Butter 
Packets all in one convenient kit.

101545-009 Black Powder
101545-104 White Powder

ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT

The MiiR Camp Cup
101529-101
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We make it easy to create the perfect
gift your customers will love!

WRAP UP
SOME JOY

1

SELECT THE PRODUCTS YOU WANT TO KIT TOGETHER

KIT PRODUCTS WITH CUSTOMER SUPPLIED ITEMS
OR

(Available in US only)



LARGE  #980
17.5" L x 6" H x 12.25" W
LARGE
17.5" L x 6" H x 12.25" W

EXTRA LARGE  #981  
21" L x 6" H x 18.5" W

SMALL  #977
8.5" L x 7" H x 3.5" W

MEDIUM  #978 
13" L x 9" H x 3.75" W
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2

SELECT A GIFT BOX

THANK YOU 
GREETING CARD

#101569-100

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
GREETING CARD 

#101568-100

GIFT BOX 
GREETING CARD 

#101567-100

CUSTOM
GREETING CARD

 #101566-100

Cards are 4" H x 6" W, 4 Color Process & 1 Sided  •  Custom Cards are 4 Color Process & 2 Sided

4

ADD A CUSTOM GIFT BOX SEAL
(OPTIONAL)

4 COLOR IMPRINT 
ON AN ADHESIVE LABEL  
#101570-100
Label is 3" H x 3" W

It’s that easy!  We do the work for you.
* Bulk or drop ship available. Other terms, charges or restrictions may apply.

3

ADD A PERSONALIZED NOTE CARD
(OPTIONAL)



GET IN TOUCH



contact@fairware.com

604.732.3247     

866.606.3247      

No one else
does promotional
merchandise
quite like we do.

https://twitter.com/Fairware
https://www.facebook.com/Fairwarepromo
https://instagram.com/fairware/
http://fairware.com
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